MODELS 2023

VAN CITY
VAN BIG CITY

AHORN CAMP VAN CITY SERIE
Renault Trafic Basis
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THE VAN CITY SERIES

GO AT ANY TIME. EVERYWHERE. ALWAYS FLEXIBLE.
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Our base vehicle

RENAULT TRAFIC

combines comfort with driving pleasure and reliability.
Ahorn Camp has been building exclusively on Renault since

Key features at a glance:

2014 and has developed a close partnership with the French

• 6-speed manual transmission

car manufacturer. Customers can obtain advice from over 30

• Euro 6d final emissions standard

Renault partners across Germany. So, our trained teams on

• LED daytime running lights

site are not only experienced in the field of motorhomes, they

• Low pollutant emissions thanks to AdBlue

are also very familiar with the vehicle technology of the base

• Darkened rear window and side windows

vehicle. Apart from having a striking, timeless design, the Van

• Various engine variants

Master scores well with low fuel consumption figures and a

• Signature C-shaped LED headlights

durable cab interior. The Van Master thus provides the solid

• Generous space and storage space

foundation of performance and efficiency for our two van

• Small turning circle

models.

		

• Long range

Upgrades for a special drving experience
• Sporty dual-clutch automatic transmission
• Powerful turbo engines with
high torque

Trafic
130 HP

*Automatic gearbox available

150 HP*

170 HP*
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THE VAN CITY

FAMILY GUY
Do you love and live van life? No problem! The bed in
the erectable roof tent with a maximum load capacity
of 175kg and the foldable bench seat can be used to
create two sleeping areas that can accommodate up to
four people. The Van City also impresses with high safety standards. The two hobs including piezo ignition
are protected by a cover. Optional Isofix brackets can be
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attached to the seat. Thanks to a child safety lock and
the side pull mechanism of the sliding door, you don‘t
have to worry about damage to other vehicles. The Van
City is the reliable companion for your family vacation.

• LED ambient lighting
• Locking latch drawers
• Four comfortable beds
• Isofix for child seats optional
• Large sliding door and tailgate
• Easy ascent to the roof tent

NATURE LOVER
Get out, take a deep breath, enjoy nature. The Van City
takes you wherever you want to be. Isothermal mats,
tinted windows and the optional diesel heater ensure a
pleasant temperature in the vehicle in both winter and
summer. The large fresh water tank and the optional
outdoor shower give you a chance to cool down on hot
days whenever you need it. All this enables you to have

unforgettable nature experiences. Wherever you like it:
folding chairs from the trunk, set up the table outside
and eat, drink and enjoy life in the middle of nature. The
large windows in the roof tent ensure fresh air supply
and offer you a front row seat at every sunset.

• Large, secure frame windows
• 55l fresh water tank
• 43l waste water tank
• Isothermal mats
• Removable table, usable outside
• Three windows in the roof tent
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SPORTS LOVER
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It doesn‘t matter whether it‘s a surfboard in summer or
a snowboard in winter - the spacious trunk offers the
right storage space for all sporting equipment. If there
are only two of you, you still have enough space in the
cozy roof tent. Spontaneously invite your friends to the
trip? No problem. With the folding bench seat, which can
be converted into a two-metre-long double bed in just a

few simple steps, the Van City can even sleep up to four
people. The rotating driver‘s seats allow up to five people
to sit together at the dining table. The Van City can be
converted from a practical minivan to a feel-good motorhome in just a few simple steps.

• Large storage space for sports equipment
• Practical rail system
• Spacious 3-seater back seat
• Up to 2.10 m headroom
• Large tailgate
• Rotating driver‘s seats

EVERYDAY HERO
Are you looking for a combination of everyday vehicle and
holiday vehicle? With its length of only 4.99 m, finding a
parking space is no problem with the Van City, even in big
cities. With the retractable pop-up roof, the van, which
is only 2.03 m high, also fits into many underground car
parks. The optional automatic start-stop and eco mode
enable stress-free and economical driving in the city. The

adjustable rear bench seat allows 3 passengers to ride
comfortably despite a loaded trunk. Additional storage
space is located under the seat, in the flaps and in the
driver‘s cab. As a shopping companion in the city center
or helper with the next move, the Van City supports you
in all your projects!

• Many power connections (12 V, 220 V, USB)
• Economical engine
• Lots of storage space in the rear
the sliding seat
• Practical kitchen cabinets with
locking latch
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EXTENSIVE EQUIPMENT
• Large pop-up roof
with double bed: 126 x 179 cm (WxL)
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• 41l compressor fridge
• including freezer

• Dinette bed: 126 x 206 cm (WxL)

• Modern design with

• 2 burner gas hob

• LED ambient lighting

• Digital control panel

• Automotive style 3 seater rear seat

In 2021, our practical Van City took second place in
the campervan category in the Auto Bild Reisemobil
readers’ poll. And again this year we are happy about top rankings. You can find more awards at www.
ahorn-camp.de

VANCITY
CITY
VAN
Fully equipped
kitchen unit
Much more practical
storage space
outdoor shower

bench for
bed for 2 people
fold out

3 seater back seat
adjustable, thus
variable loading
space

Rotating, height-adjustable seats in the
driver‘s cabin
table with
3 leg outside
erectable
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THE VAN BIG CITY

FREE SPIRIT
Since the 2022 model series, the Van Big City has not
only offered a fully equipped kitchen, but also a wet room
including a shower and toilet. So you are absolutely selfsufficient and flexible with the Van Big City. Even at a
compact 5.40 meters, there is enough storage space. In
addition to drawers and compartments, the Van Big City
even has a wardrobe with a rail. The Renault Trafic Ba-
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sis ensures safe and pleasant driving comfort, is reliable
and equipped with a modern, economical engine. The two
more powerful engine variants (150 & 170 hp) can be
ordered with a DKG automatic transmission.

• Space-saving room concept
• Roof bed with a view
• Fully equipped kitchen
• 1-1-1 power connectors (12V, 230V, USB)

ALL-ROUNDER
The integrated bathroom, which includes a toilet cassette, shower tray, washbasin and storage space for
cosmetics, is particularly practical in the Van Big City.
The combined Truma Combi 4 D diesel heater, which
can be ordered and which also supplies hot water and
includes a waste water tank heater, is extremely convenient. The weather and cold temperatures are no

obstacle and you can warm up in the evening after
a long day in the fresh air. At night, the double bed
in the roof tent offers a cozy retreat - through three
windows in the roof you get a great view and pleasant fresh air. In the morning, the pop-up roof can be
quickly folded back in with just a few simple steps
and your journey can continue so that you can enjoy

your holiday to the fullest.
• Optional Truma Combi 4 D heating
• Practical reading lamps on the roof bed
• Three windows for fresh air in the roof
tent
• 5th seat with 2-point belt optional
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ADVENTURER

EXTENSIVE EQUIPMENT

The seating area can be converted into a large double bed in just
a few simple steps - so nothing stands in the way of a family
trip or a trip with friends with four seats and four beds. In the
fully equipped kitchen with a 41-liter refrigerator, 2-burner gas
cooker and stainless steel sink, you can conjure up your favorite
dish anywhere and anytime. Cozy food on the beach or quick
refreshments on a city trip - you decide!

• Large pop-up roof with windows and
double bed: 121 x 198 cm (WxL)

• Living room with double bench
• Fully equipped bathroom

• Dinette bed: 133 x 184 cm (WxL)

• Frame window as standard

• Convenient stove & sink covers

• Shower tray with washbasin

• Removable table

• Technically high-quality devices

• Modern design with LED ambience

• from brand manufacturers

VAN BIG CITY

bath in
heck with
outdoor
shower

Fully equipped
kitchen unit

Bed with a view in the
pop-up roof for
2 persons

Seating area folds out
into a large bed for 2
people

automotive
Design with LEDs
elements

State-of-the-art
Renault vehicle technology
180° view out
the pop-up roof

• 2 burner gas hob
• 41l compressor fridge with
• integrated freezer
• Self-sufficient travel at 5.40m
• 55l waste water tank
• Optional cruise control
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TECHNICAL DATA
Renault Trafic
130 HP

*Automatic available

150 HP*
Turbo

170 HP*
Turbo

Arctic-White

Highland Grey*

Urban grey
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Tenebro Black

Comet-Grey*
*Metallic paintwork

MODEL
BASIC VEHICLE

Van City

Van Big City

Renault Traffic

Renault Traffic

Displacement (ccm)

1997

1997

diesel tank

80L

80L

AdBlue tank

MODEL

Van City

Van Big City

BEDS
4

4

Pop-up roof bed (W x L) (mm)

1260 x 1790

1328 x 1840

Dinette bed (W x L) (mm)

1260 x 2060

1210 x 1980

sleeping places

20L

20L

95 - 130

95 - 130

transmission

6+R

6+R

TANKS

front drive

Yes

Yes

fresh water tank

55 l.

68 l.

White

White

waste water tank

43 l.

55 l.

Radio MP3 - Bluetooth

optional

optional

on-board computer

optional

optional

no

Thetford C223

Webasto 2000

Truma C4 D

Power* (kW-hp)

vehicle color**

AUSSTATTUNG

Yes

Yes

optional

optional

Yes

Yes

cruise control

optional

optional

boiler

Front fog lights

optional

optional

gas cylinder container

Electric windows

optional

optional

compressor fridge

passenger airbag
ASR, Hill Start Assist, Traction Control
ESP + ABS

Central locking with remote control

cab air conditioning

Yes

Yes

optional

optional

WC
heating

Number of cooking zones with piezo ignition
body battery
Sockets inside ( USB - 12 V - 220 V )

MASS AND WEIGHT

Bicycle carrier (only with trailer hitch)

total length (mm)

4999

5400

LED outdoor light strips

overall width (mm)

1956

1956

screen door

overall height (mm)

2030

2030

outdoor shower
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4 (opt. 5)

Weight (kg)***

2409

2486

Permissible total weight (kg)

2945

3050

Towing capacity (with manual transmission) (kg)

2000

1730

Towing capacity (for automatic transmission) (kg)

1730

1730

seats

Isofix

(optional)

(optional)

no

Truma C4 D

1 x 2.7kg

1 x 2.7kg

41L.

41L.

2

2

AGM - 80A

AGM - 80A

2-1-2

1-1-1

optional

optional

optional

optional

no

no

optional

Yes

* More powerful engines available | ** Multiple Colors Available | *** Vehicle weights are empty weights with basic equipment including driver (75kg), 1/2 diesel tank, 20 liters of fresh water and
a gas bottle. The technical data and features of the vehicles shown are only guide values. The manufacturer and retailer are therefore not responsible for changes that should be made during the
season for any reason.
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AHORN CAMP
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Ahorn Camp GmbH
Franz-Kirrmeier-Straße 8
67346 Speyer
Tel.: 06232 100280
info@ahorn-camp.de

Ahorn Camp GmbH
Kölner Straße 342
45481 Mülheim an der Ruhr
Tel.: 0208 69405400
nrw@ahorn-camp.de

Ahorn Wohnmobile Frankfurt GmbH
Justus-von-Liebig-Straße 24
63128 Dietzenbach
Tel.: 06074 816060
info@ahorn-camp-frankfurt.de

